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BLAQ is an Australian skincare brand designed to take prime
position on your bathroom vanity. The products are minimal,
the packaging is desirable and the results are downright
remarkable. Built on the basis of their core ingredient, Activated
Charcoal, their products are formulated to solve your first world
skin problems and erase the evidence of late nights, city-living
and one too many wines (if there is such a thing), by detoxifying
and nurturing your skin back to a healthy state.

BLAQ.CO
PRODUCT

TYPE

DESCRIPTION

RETAIL

MASK

On a pursuit to perfect, poreless skin
sans blackheads? Minimise your mirror
time with this activated charcoal mask
designed to target toxins and draw out
impurities, instantly.

$29

HYDROGEL EYE
MASK

Late nights, too many cheeky wines
and let’s not forget those carb-on-carb
delights, can have our peepers looking,
well, not so fresh. Leave the evidence
of last night behind, and pop on this
activated charcoal eye mask to depuff, detox and get back to your shiny,
gorgeous self.

$29

TEETH WHITENING
PEN

This teeth whitening pen uses activated
charcoal and coconut oil – two natural
whitening wonders that swiftly lifts stains
and impurities without causing tooth
erosion or damaging enamel. This high
achiever also kills off bad breath bacteria
– Fa-resh!

$20

Cleanse and exfoliate duo wipes are a
match made in skincare heaven. Enriched
with activated charcoal, the cleansing side
gently removes surface level makeup and
dirt while the exfoliating side complements
with a deeper clean – working like a
magnet to draw out impurities and dead
skin cells.

$13

DUAL SIDED WIPES

PRODUCT

TYPE

DESCRIPTION

RETAIL

BODY SCRUB

Made with activated charcoal, and a few of
our favorite natural ingredients, this body
scrub exfoliates, nourishes and rebalances
the skin.

$17
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